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The importance of customer identification

In the consumer world, identification of best customers has long allows marketers 
to track customer transactions across channels and locations. Traditionally, this 
tracking has been accomplished with the use of a customer identifier – and one of 
the best ways historically to track customer transactions is through the use of a 
loyalty program membership number. The loyalty identifier allows marketers not 
only to track purchases and interactions, but also to track reward redemptions, 
communication responses, and other vitally important customer data.

In B2B marketing, identification of best customers presents an additional layer of complexity. As we discussed in Chapter 2 of the 

B2B Loyalty Guide, even deciding which are the most important persons in your client file is often a challenge. Are end users of your 

products and services your most important customers? Are purchasing agents at your client accounts the most critical people for 

you to reach? What about key influencers, distributors, or even channel partners? Deciding where to begin is often a challenge.

For marketers in larger B2B companies, identifying your most 

profitable clients and accounts is easy – you probably have 

purchasing contracts or agreements in place, and your key 

salespeople are probably on a first-name basis with the key 

decision makers inside those companies. Your marketing priority is 

probably to retain those accounts; if your products are heavily or 

even somewhat commoditized, then most of your retention 

conversations probably center on price.

Where best customer identification becomes trickier is in the 

assessment of your long tail. What current smaller accounts could 

buy more from you, but send most of their category spend to your 

competitor? Which of those smaller clients are ripe for switching, 

and which might one day become key contributors to your bottom line? It’s in this assessment of customer potential that most B2B 

marketing efforts fall short.

That’s where loyalty marketing can help. In many B2B companies, those smaller accounts in the long tail don’t receive the attention 

from your sales staff, who are focused on finding, winning, and maintaining those whales in your client base. By placing a value

proposition on the table in the form of economic reward and emotional recognition, you will encourage those customers with the 

greatest potential to raise their hands and identify themselves. You’ll begin to track their spend, their interactions with your brand, 

and their responsiveness to your communications. You’ll start to notice when there spend increases, and you’ll learn to identify

warning signs when they’re in danger of leaving. You’ll even learn when to devote greater sales resources to them in order to grow 

them from minnows to whales.

That’s the power of loyalty marketing: through the discipline of identifying, understanding, and influencing your most valuable 

customers, you can deploy your marketing resources more efficiently – and make a significant impact on your bottom line.
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Defining your selling environment

To understand and implement the optimal method for identifying and building 
loyalty with your best customers, you must first understand how your selling 
environment drives best-customer identity. Are you selling big-ticket items, small 
supplies, or both? Is your business based on channel sales, or are you selling direct 
to individual small business owners? How much of your business is based on 
contracts? Are you selling your services on a subscription basis, or do you sell 
individual products? Your business model will drive your identification strategy. 
Here’s a look at the four basic types of B2B selling environments.

Model: Retail sales of goods and services through brick-and-mortar or ecommerce.

Best Customers: High-volume, high-dollar retail SMB clients.

Identification: Reward and recognition encouraging takeup of a loyalty identifier

Strategy: Classic points-based programs work well in this space

B2B Commerce

Direct Sales
Model: Inside or outside direct sales to businesses via sales staff

Best Customers: High-dollar contractual clients; high-potential long-tail clients

Identification: A loyalty identifier designed to appeal to long-tail clients

Strategy: Incent/involve sales staff in program that captures end-user IDs

Indirect Sales
Model: Sales to distributors, wholesalers, or through channel partners

Best Customers: Top-performing partners in your channel network

Identification: Identify purchasers and influencers through incentives, content

Strategy: Rewards designed to turn channel partners into brand advocates

Subscription Sales
Model: Recurring monthly or annual purchases based on subscription contracts

Best Customers: High-dollar and/or long-tenured clients

Identification: Identify purchasers and influencers through tenure-based rewards

Strategy: Points are challenging; soft benefits and experiential rewards work well
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For B2B marketers, one of the primary difficulties in building one-to-one relationships with your 
best customers is that B2B databases are often a challenge to build and maintain. Customer 
data is siloed, it’s often inaccurate or incomplete, and it generally as a much shorter shelf life 
than customer data. A B2B loyalty strategy can help identify and engage customers to encourage 
them to keep their data fresh. To assess your current database strengths and weaknesses, 
evaluate your data along these three primary parameters.

How complete is your customer data?
B2B customer records are more complex than B2C, meaning many records are siloed 

and/or missing vital information. Assess completeness of your customer view including:

How accurate is your customer data?
B2B customer databases are typically much more error-ridden than consumer databases.

75%

Average percentage 

of complete B2B 

company records 1

How recent is your customer data?
Data decay means that a database of 10,000 businesses will contain the following 

outdated records within three months : 1

Assessing your customer data

10-25%

Average number of B2B 

company records 

containing  critical errors 2

$14.2
million

Average annual cost 

to US businesses 

of bad data2

Contact information Buyers/end-users Influencers Purchase history Account value

200+
Disconnected 

phone numbers

400+
Changed 

phone numbers

590+
Invalid

addresses

750+
Invalid

contacts
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Defining your best customers

The next step in customer identification is defining what a best customer looks like to 
your business. First, examine closely the behaviors inherent in your most valuable 
customer segments. In what behaviors are your most valuable customers engaged? 
What’s their typical order size? How often do they buy? How recently did they buy? 
What do your top-performing channel partners look like? How long have your top 
subscription customers been clients? How often do they respond to cross-sell
opportunities? By defining current behaviors, you lay the groundwork for effective 
segmentation.  Here’s a look at the most common behaviors of best customers.

One of the most fruitful markets to operate 
a traditional currency-based loyalty 
programs is the small-to-medium business 
(SMB) market. Defined generally as 
businesses with fewer than 100 employees, 
SMBs can range from sole proprietors to 
LLCs to privately-held enterprises with 
millions in revenue. What makes SBMs the 
sweet spot for loyalty program 
participation?

They’re easily identifiable. SMB purchases 
are often made by the sole proprietor, the 
business owner, or the office manager –
which makes the key purchaser much easier 
to identify.

They shop like consumers. SMB customers 
are definitely motivated by price – but 
unlike large companies who buy on 
contractual terms, SMB customers also 
respond to customer service, branding, and 
reward and recognition.

They purchase frequently. SMBs tend to 
buy on regular purchase cycles to supply 
their businesses. The relative frequency of 
purchase gives them ample opportunity to 
earn currency, and their high total spend 
means they’ll earn enough to redeem for a 
meaningful reward.

While B2B buying behaviors can often be far more complex than 

behaviors in the B2C world – with influencers, end-users, 

purchasers, channel partners, sales staff, and other constituents all 

potentially influencing the sale, the basic behaviors of best 

customers are the same. Decide which of these behaviors best 

define your top customer segments, and plan your loyalty strategy 

to reward and recognize those behaviors.

Basket size: How much of your products and services are your 

best customers buying? Are some customers buying higher margin 

products on therefore more valuable to your  bottom line?

Frequency: How often do they purchase from you? What’s a 

regular sales cycle look for your business, and how often should 

you see purchases from your best customers?

Recency: How long ago did you see your last transaction or sale 
from a best customer? Is there an opportunity to rekindle a lapsed 
relationship?

Share of customer: How much of spending in your category are 
you capturing from your best customers? Is there an opportunity 
to shift spending away from your competition?

Referrals: How much of your business is driven by referrals or 
word of mouth? Is there a way to identify your top advocates and 
reward them for their referral activities?

Lifetime value: What is a best customer’s total value over the 
lifetime of their business relationship with you? Can you reward 
longtime best customers for their tenure?

The SMB sweet spot
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Choosing your enrollmentstrategy

The final step in identifying best customers is to enroll them in your loyalty or incentive 
program. Once you’ve defined your value proposition – the combination of benefits 
that encourage your best customers to raise their hands – you’ll need to define your 
enrollment strategy. Will you charge a fee to join your program, or make it free? Will 
you invite your customers to enroll, or will you auto-enroll everyone? Your decisions 
here are crucial to the financial success of your program – getting it wrong might mean 
you enroll the wrong customers, too few customers, or too many. To get it right, align 
your enrollment strategy with your overall program objectives.

The four quadrant enrollment matrix
Program design always follows program objectives. Deciding where your objectives fall in 

the enrollment matrix will ensure you choose the right enrollment strategy. 

Open, free enrollmentOpen, paid enrollment

Invited, paid enrollment Auto, free enrollment

USE WHEN:

• Your customers are invisible

• You lack customer data

• You want customers to self-

select

USE WHEN:

• Your need to offset costs

• You’re focused on high-value, 

engaged customers

• You want customers to self-

select

USE WHEN:

• You need to offset costs

• You want a smaller, more 

manageable program

• You’re focusing on high-

value, engaged customers

USE WHEN:

• Your customers are invisible

• You lack customer data

• You want to cast a wide net 

and develop customer insight
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Notes

1. Radius. “Why B2B Data Is Holding Back Your Marketing Efforts.” October 2016.

2. Merkle Datacheck.
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About the Essential Guide to B2B Loyalty

We hope you’ve found this introduction to B2B Loyalty valuable. In subsequent 
chapters of the Essential Guide to B2B Loyalty, we’ll explore the step-by-step 
process by which you can build stronger, more profitable relationships with your 
best customers. You will automatically receive one new chapter of the Guide each 
month. You can unsubscribe from our list at any time by replying to our email with 
the word “unsubscribe” in the subject line.
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